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2   Introduction 

 

The highway network is the most valuable asset that the 

County Council manages and maintains. It is key to 

achieving nearly all of the County Council’s business 

objectives, providing the means by which children get to 

school, the elderly receive home help, waste is transported 

and County Council staff deliver services all around the 

county.  

 

Travel is an integral part of the local economy in relation to 

both tourism and supporting economic development. The 

highway network is equally important to users from other 

parts of the country. Unfortunately the importance is often 

only highlighted when parts of it become unavailable and 

travel becomes difficult.  

 

Financial challenges and increased public expectations have meant that we need to be able to demonstrate 

the processes and priorities which we apply to maintenance of the highway network, and all of its 

component parts. Severe weather events over the past decade have shown up the fragility of the network, 

and raised awareness of the challenges in maintaining an ageing infrastructure. 

 

To keep the network functioning at as high a level as possible over a sustained period, maintenance must 

be carried out to the various components of the highway asset.  The inventory of highway assets includes 

carriageways, footways, drainage systems, verges, structures, street lighting, traffic signals, signs and road 

markings. In summary, Gloucestershire County Council directly maintains 5,427 km of county roads with a 

further 218 km of Motorways and Trunk Roads being maintained by Highways England. 

 

Gloucestershire's Road Network  

Road Type Length (km) 

Principal A Roads 571 

Non-principal  B Roads 406 

Non-principal C roads 1556 

Unclassified roads 2894 

Total maintained by GCC 5427 

Trunk road 101 

Motorway 117 
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This Transport Asset Management Plan (TAMP) is a supporting document to the Council’s Local Transport 

Plan . This revision incorporates changes to the LTP, which was adopted as Council Policy in June 2016, 

and also changes in service delivery following the move to the current Highways Maintenance Term 

Contract in April 2014.  It is a “living” document; some sections will be updated on a regular, annual basis 

(such as the Inventory and Data sections and appendices) and other areas will be developed as our 

maintenance strategies for different asset types mature.  

 

 

Details of headline highway assets 

In order to understand what is required to maintain 5,427 km of highway network it is necessary to have an 

appreciation of the extent and range of highway asset and the condition of the components that sustain it.  

It is also important to understand that the highway is an engineering structure and that to manage and 

maintain it effectively and efficiently requires additional knowledge of the individual assets, including a 

knowledge of the inventory (how many of each asset components there are),  what condition the assets are 

in, how they were constructed and the materials used. 

 

This data is known as highway asset inventory and condition data.  This data along with the knowledge of 

the functional requirements provides the quantitative and qualitative measures of the highway asset which 

enables maintenance decision making. 

 
 

Highway Asset in Gloucestershire 

Carriageways Principal, non-principal classified and unclassified road surfaces 

Footways Metalled footways 

Structures Bridges, footbridges, culverts, subways, retaining walls and earthworks 

Drainage 
Gullies, grips, carrier drains, ditches and other related highway drainage 

assets 

Street lighting Streetlights, lit bollards and other highway lighting assets 

Signs and road markings Signs, lines, bollards, road studs and other road markings 

Traffic control systems 
Traffic lights, vehicle activated signs, variable message signs and other 

traffic control systems 

Verges Highway land adjoining roads 

Trees Highway trees 

Public Rights of Way Footpaths and bridleways 

Ancillary assets Cattle grids, safety fencing and various others 

Geotechnical “assets” 
Sites of known geotechnical failure/susceptibility which are causing 

damage, or have the potential to cause damage to highway assets 

http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ltp3
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ltp3
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Role and development of the Transport Asset Management Plan 

Managing the highway network to provide a safe, resilient, functioning network is at the core of the 

Council’s responsibility as Highway Authority. This TAMP draws together the various national policies 

associated with the maintenance of the highway network with local objectives to create both a strategic 

view of how highway assets are managed and a practical guide to highways maintenance in 

Gloucestershire.  The County makes every effort to meet national standards where possible.  Where this 

isn’t possible or appropriate due to local circumstances or funding limitations a practical, common sense, 

evidence based and risk assessed approach has been taken.   The TAMP is designed to assist officers in 

making an informed decisions on how to apply national codes of practice to local issues and within local 

budget constraints.  In particular the following national codes of practice are used to guide GCC’s local 

policies: 

 

 Well Maintained Highways – Code of Practice for Highway Maintenance Management, 2005 

 

 Well Lit Highways – Code of Practice for Highways Lighting Management, 2004 

 

 Management of Highway Structures – Code of Practice for Highway Bridge and Structure 

Maintenance Management, 2005 

 

Over the next two years, GCC will be moving towards adoption of the recently published Code Of Practice 

for Well Managed Highway Infrastructure – a new document produced by the United Kingdom Roads 

Liaison Group (UKRLG) which will replace all three of the above individual asset codes by October 2018. 

 

Application of Asset Management Principles 

A recent audit commission report highlighted the challenge local authorities face in balancing conflicting 

pressures when deciding their road maintenance strategies. Applying asset management principles will 

help Gloucestershire to resist reacting to short-term pressures in favour of highway asset maintenance 

strategies that are forward looking.   

 

“There is evidence that asset management principles can help councils to make decision that are: 

 Cost-effective, by minimising whole-life costs and maximising value for money; 

 Timely, so that they can react to competing and changing service demands; and 

 Transparent, to justify spending decisions (particularly when resisting short-term demands) “ 
Audit Commission: Going the distance: Achieving better value for money in road maintenance, May 2011 
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Asset Management and Road Maintenance 

Although asset management for highways assets has been promoted for many years, many struggle with 

the concept of transferring asset management principles to the management of roads.  In particular council 

members often see the road as a liability rather than an asset, consuming resources and resulting in 

customer dissatisfaction. 

 

One of the keys to improving value for money in highways maintenance is knowing and understanding 

when and how to intervene.  By considering an asset over a whole life cycle, it is possible to select the best 

time to intervene.  This will maintain road condition and preserve the asset in an economically viable way. 

 

Typically there are two options for priortising spending on road maintenance: 

 Worst first – focusing maintenance on the stretches of road in the poorest condition. This is a high 

cost approach, which meets short term public satisfaction but is not forward thinking and results in 

fewer roads being  treated. 

 Whole-life cost – focusing maintenance to minimise the total maintenance costs over the lifetime of 

the road (typically analysis period is 15 to 20 years depending on the type of road).  This strategy 

prioritises some funding for preventative works and results in only  repairing safety defects on some 

poor condition roads, but improves long term public satisfaction, reduces safety defects and results 

in more roads being treated. 

 

Local influences and national performance indicators tend to push councils towards adopting a worst first 

approach.  In particular, the desire to maximise customer satisfaction by meeting resident, parish and 

county councillor desires often focuses resources on patching up the network, rather than addressing the 

underlying problems or planning for the long-term condition of the network. (Audit Commission) 

 

The graph below illustrates the financial benefits of intervening at the right time in a road’s life cycle.  Roads 

deteriorate over time depending on the volumes of traffic they carry and the envronmental conditions they 

are subject to (weathering).  A road can often be cheaply restored to ‘nearly new’ condition and its life 

extended by intervening at the right point in the life cycle.  As roads deteriorate further more expensive 

intervetions may be required to restore the road to nearly new condition. Allowing roads to deteriorate 

below the failure threshold therefore represents poor value for money. 
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Focusing on the worst roads first is not the best approach to managing with less funding.  Gloucestershire 

needs to be tougher in prioritising long-term demands over short-term demands, to minimise costs and 

deliver value for money.  Historically the County has given a greater priority to worst-first which has the 

biggest immediate impact for road users.  However, it is recognised that this is a difficult balance to strike 

where poor condition roads are affecting people on a day to day basis.  

 

One of the key aims of this TAMP is to move towards a preventative approach to the maintenance of 

highway assets and prioritise roads that have not yet fallen into the failure range.  Whilst, to a member of 

the public, carrying out maintenance on a road that doesn’t look to be in need of repair may seem wasteful 

and uncessary, this will often be the right choice and ultimately deliver the best value for the county in the 

long-term. 

 

Drivers for Asset Management 

Authorities are encouraged to develop asset management practices in response to the following: 

 

 Highway Infrastructure Asset Management Guidance – The Highways Maintenance Efficiency 

Programme (HMEP), commissioned by the DfT, has prepared this Guidance for local highway 

authorities, which is endorsed by UKRLG, to support the adoption of asset management principles and 

enable implementation of the benefits of long term planning. This will support a more effective and 

efficient approach to the management of highway infrastructure. 

 

 Local Transport Plan (LTP3) – In order to address the Government requirement for Local Authorities to 

demonstrate that they are making the best use of their assets, the DfT has realised that savings can be 

made by seeking efficiencies in maintenance programs and have been promoting the development of 

TAMPs. Local Authorities have been required to demonstrate that they are making the best use of their 

property and other assets. The DfT now recommends the development of TAMPs in support of Local 

Transport Plans and these are strongly linked to the DfT’s ‘Value for Money’ principle. Evidence that a 

TAMP has been produced or significant progress has been made to its development is a requirement 

set out in recent LTP3 guidance. 

 

 Government documents; “Transport Ten Year Plan 2000” and “The Future of Transport a network for 

2030” encourage the development of asset management plans to formalise practices and provide 

evidence of the best use of highway assets. 

 

 Highways Maintenance Incentive funding – The DfT Self Assessment Questionnaire allows authorities 

to assess their performance against a variety of measures, including how they have adopted asset 

management in the maintenance of highways. Scoring the highest level in this assessment will ensure 

that authorities obtain the maximum amount of available funding for capital highways maintenance.  

 

 Code of Practice on the Highways Network Asset (2016) – Produced by CIPFA, this Code of Practice 

is intended to support an asset management-based approach to the provision of financial information 

about the local authority Highways Network Asset.  

 

 Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) – This is a central Government initiative to produce a 

comprehensive set of accounts in line with the Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (GAAP) in 

order to bring public sector accounting in line with that of the private sector. The objectives of the WGA 

are to promote greater accountability, transparency and improved stewardship of public finances. WGA 

objectives and procedures align closely with those of asset management. 
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 International Standard ISO 55000 –This document covers the basis for sound asset management 

within local authorities.  Although predominately focused on property assets, it strongly recommends 

the application of asset management principals to highway assets. 

 

 Code of practice – ‘Well Managed Highway Infrastructure, recently published by the UKRLG is 

intended to provide additional guidance to support the HMEP Highway Infrastructure Asset 

Management Guidance.  

 

 Traffic Management Act (TMA) – This act requires authorities to coordinate road works and sets 

specific process standards and time scales for communications around programmes of work.  

 

 The Prudential Code – This requires Local Authorities to give due consideration to option appraisal and 

asset management planning in order to demonstrate that their plans are affordable, prudent and 

sustainable. 

 

 Other emerging legislation such as the Floodwater Management Bill, localism bill and the changes to 

corporate manslaughter legislation make reference to asset management practices and the need to 

formalise processes. 

 

The Government has already initiated a process of service accountability across schools, hospitals and 

other public sector departments. Highways are the last component to integrate service accountability into 

their policies. 

The Benefits of Asset Management 

The adoption of asset management practices will make more efficient use of available resources, delivering 

value for money and providing a service that is aligned to its customers. This is demonstrated by: 

 Alignment of the Council’s objectives with delivery of the service; 

 A comprehensive understanding of the asset and the associated liability; 

 A programme of inspections and surveys to record current asset condition; 

 Defined Levels of Service; 

 Adoption of a lifecycle approach to the management of the asset; 

 Explicit identification and management of risks; 

 Decision making that is based on the relationship between the asset and the Council’s Priorities and 

Objectives through Levels of Service; 

 Demonstrating the consequences of funding decisions; 

 Considering the current condition and priorities required to maintain the asset and the network. 

 

Asset Management Regime 

Asset Management is a rational process 

that links stakeholder expectations, 

Government transport policy and the 

Council’s Corporate Plans. It also 

considers operational and tactical 

management through organisational and 

business processes and systems which 

manage the flow of information. An 

additional benefit will be that it starts to 

link highway network needs with Value 

Management and Risk. 
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Key Stakeholders 

The key stakeholders for this document are assumed primarily to be Council Members and senior 

managers generally associated with maintenance and new works on the highway network. Our first tier 

contractors (Ringway, Tarmac,Skanska,Telent) and our tier 2 contractors and suppliers benefit from a clear 

asset management approach to highways maintenance, and also help us to deliver our asset management 

objectives. Other stakeholders include the users of the highway network, such as residents and council tax 

payers, drivers, pedestrians, cyclists, bus operators and taxi operators. 

 

There is also a need to consider local and through traffic, visitors, emergency services, politicians, schools, 

hospitals, businesses, developers, haulage associations, public transport operators, airports and rail routes.  

In the longer term, the public, ratepayers and road users in the County will be of paramount importance in 

contributing to later versions of the TAMP. 

 

Highway asset management is a way of running the ‘business’ of operating a highway network. The 

overarching goals and objectives of the authority, as outlined in the Corporate Plan, Local Transport Plan 

and other Council policies, must guide the development of asset management processes and plans. It is, 

therefore, essential to define the relationship between asset management and other corporate goals and 

objectives.  Local transport strategy needs to be “joined up” with the wider planning and policy framework at 

the county and district level.   

TAMP Vision and Objectives 

Gloucestershire Highways has set forth a vision for managing highway assets in its Strategic Transport 

Asset Management Plan document.  The vision is based on the three values set out in the Council Strategy 

(2015-18).  

• Living within our means 

• Doing the right things 

• Helping communities to help to themselves 

 

Living within our means 

We develop processes that allow us to make best use of available funding and resources. To achieve this 

we undertake investment planning which reconciles long-term performance with short-term spending and 

prioritises maintenance activities on the highways network accordingly. We will continue to embrace 

innovation to improve value for money, and will continue to protect frontline maintenance services where 

possible. 

 

Doing the right things 

We have developed baseline levels of service which meet our obligations to manage the highway network 

and contribute to network safety. To this end we collect information that supports effective and informed 

decision-making, and helps deliver a resilient, fit for purpose network. Acknowledging funding constraints, 

our aim is to maintain network road condition in a steady state. We will prioritise investment in all other 

highway assets to manage deterioration using a risk based approach.   

 

Helping communities to help themselves 

We support the Council’s Community Offer by providing the means for empowering communities to support 

the delivery of appropriate services that meet specific community needs. We are working with communities 

to develop the Highways Community Offer which will support the TAMP. 
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Linkages to Corporate objectives and LTP 

The strong political and public support for investment in highway maintenance starts with the county 

corporate strategy.  “We have a particular responsibility, working with partners in both the private and the 

public sector for creating the infrastructure and environment for a thriving economy. This includes 

maintaining safe, functioning roads, …. making sure we have an infrastructure that works and is 

attractive to potential investors, and that we have coherent, well-reasoned plans ready in order to 

attract grant funding from central government.”.    The corporate strategy can be found here:  

 

The Local Transport Plan (LTP) sets the long‐term transport strategy for Gloucestershire up to 2031. It 

aims to influence how and when people choose to travel so that individual travel decisions do not 

cumulatively impact on the desirability of Gloucestershire as a place to live, work and invest. 

 

Gloucestershire's LTP has been updated to support delivery of the Strategic Economic Plan, the emerging 

Local Plans and, where possible, maximise the opportunity for further levels of investment as they become 

available for transport within the county.  It also enhances the ability of County Council officers to 

successfully negotiate with developers to secure infrastructure associated with emerging developments. 

This document sets the scene for transport across the county and the Local Transport Plan's overarching 

objectives to:- 

 Support sustainable economic growth 

 Enable community connectivity 

 Conserve the environment 

 Improve community health and wellbeing 

 

The full LTP document can be viewed on the county’s website at:  www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ltp3 

More specific detail about the County’s policy for Highways, including the Asset Management Policy can be 

found in Local Transport Plan Policy Document 4.  

 

 

Manual for Gloucestershire Streets (MfGS) specifically sets out the design standards for developers to 

follow when constructing infrastructure for the county to adopt, such as new estate roads.  It also sets out 

the legal basis for agreements with developers for commuted sums, Section 106 and Section 38 

agreements and adoptions.  However, in setting these standards it is also closely linked to highway 

strategies in that it sets out the minimum standards for design.  Manual for Gloucestershire Streets has a 

series of related policies and strategies that are set out as appendices.  These include the Travel Plan 

Guide for Developers, Cycling Design Guide, Enhanced Materials Policy, Bus Stop Specifications, Street 

Lighting Specifications, Traffic Signals Devloper Pack, Commuted Sum Policy and the Accessibility 

Strategy. 

 

The diagram on the next page shows how the TAMP, fits into the overall hierarchy of highways and 

transport policy and strategy documents.  

  

The objective of this TAMP is: 

“The production of a TAMP for Gloucestershire that will enable the council to manage its transport 

assets more effectively and to assess and report on its performance.” 

 

http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/councilstrategy
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ltp3
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/article/121220/Highways
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Discretionary Powers 

Within the Highways Act 1980, the level of service and method of delivery are not specified.  Safety and the 

level of use of a road are two of the accepted parameters used in deciding the level of maintenance applied 

to a given section of the network.  ‘Well-maintained Highways – Code of Practice for Highway Maintenance 

Management 2006’  gives guidance to strategic policies and recommends standards of maintenance, but 

the new “Well Managed Highway Infrastructure” Code of Practice has moved away from specifying 

standards, 

 “The Code is designed to promote the adoption of an integrated asset management approach to highway 

infrastructure based on the establishment of local levels of service through risk-based assessment.”  

The Highway Maintenance Handbook currently meets the requirements of the 2006 Code of Practice  

except where local demands have required local solutions. 
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Legal Framework and Responsibilities 

There are a number of specific pieces of legislation which provide the basis for powers and duties relating 

to highway maintenance as follows:  

 The Highways Act 1980 sets out the main duties of highway authorities in England and Wales and 

in particular Section 41 imposes a mandatory duty to maintain all highways classified as 

maintainable at public expense. In addition, whilst much of the highway maintenance activity is 

based in statute and precedents, in the absence of specific powers, authorities also have a general 

duty of care to maintain the highway in a condition fit for purpose. 

 

 In 2006 revisions to the Highways Act were made in order to cover the matter of access rights to 

public rights of way as set out in the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006. 

 

 The New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 sets out the duties of street authorities to co-ordinate 
and regulate works carried out on the highway. It gives effect to a series of Regulations and Codes 
of Practice, relating to reinstatement of openings, diversionary works, safety at road works and 
street works, co-ordination, inspections and record keeping. This includes a discretionary power 
(Section 74) for highway authorities to charge utility companies if their streetworks overrun an 
agreed deadline. 

 

 Traffic Management Act 2004 – This act requires authorities to coordinate road works and sets 
specific process standards and time scales for communications around programmes of work.  

 

 The Road Traffic Act 1988 provides a duty for highway authorities to promote road safety. 
 

 The Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 
2016 specify the requirements for traffic regulation orders and use of approved signs. 

 

 The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, together with the Management of Health and Safety at 
Work Regulations 1992 and Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007, require 
highway, traffic and street authorities to carry out work in a safe manner and establish 
arrangements for the management of construction works. 

 

 The Transport Act 2000, under which a local traffic authority may designate any road as a quiet 
lane or a home zone, and in addition introduces a power for authorities to charge Utilities for the 
occupation of road space during works. 

 

 The Local Authorities (Transport Charges) Regulations 1998 provide a power for highway 
authorities to impose a charge in respect of a number of their largely regulatory activities, including 
skip, hoarding or scaffolding licences, and the clearance of accident debris. 

 

 The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 provides a framework of legislation relating to 
environmental and countryside issues. 

 

 The Environmental Protection Act 1990 provides the statutory basis for other environmental 
issues and in particular waste management. 

 

 The Habitats Regulations 1994 provides protection for internationally important sites and species. 
 

 The Weeds Act 1959 provides for notification and dealing with noxious weeds. 
 

 The Rights of Way Act 1990 details inter-alia with the maintenance and use of public rights of way. 
 

 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, also addresses public rights of way issues. 
 

 The Railways and Transport Safety Act 2003 addresses the duty on highway authorities to 
remove ice and snow from roads for which they are responsible. 
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Process for Developing the TAMP 

The asset management planning process is presented below; this is a circular process that builds on past 

experience and outputs.  As the TAMP is developed, any recommendations for future consideration are 

recorded – these are included in the Action Plan at the end of this chapter. . 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Consultation, adoption and review 

The HMEP Highways Infrastructure Asset Management Guidance recommends having a separate Asset 

Management Policy and an Asset Management Strategy – these shorter documents were consulted on as 

part of the LTP, and were adopted formally as Council Policy in June 2016. The main body of this TAMP 

becomes an operational manual which contains a higher level of operational detail. Some details within it 

need to be updated on an annual basis. 

 

The TAMP refers to many other related documents.  Where appropriate,  short extracts have been 

reprinted within the plan and its appendices – in other cases hyperlinks have been included to documents 

held on GCC’s website or other external websites. 

 

GCC has set out in this document its standards of service regarding the highway network. It is a dynamic 

document that will be reviewed regularly to account for changes to national and local policies, the 

availability of funding and to reflect highway user needs. 
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Asset Management Group  

The following are all key contributers to Asset Management and form the County’s Asset Management 

Group. The Group reports to the Highways Management Team, and the Lead Commissioner, Highways, 

and its Terms of Reference are to consider all issues associated with asset management of the highway 

network, and all of its associated assets, and to promote asset management best practice to all staff 

working within any aspect of highway maintenance, either directly employed by the County Council, or for 

any of its contractors. 

 

Sector Contributor 

Asset Manager  Liz Kirkham – Network Manager 

Operations 
Kathryn Haworth – Area Manager East ((currently seconded to Lead 

Commissioner, Highways) 

Pavements and Footways 
Andy Tonkinson – Senior Asset Data Officer, Dave Hicks – Senior 
Engineer, Structural Maintenance 

Street Lighting Ken Pitt – Street Lighting Manager 

Structures & Drainage Jenny Dorman – Senior Engineer, Infrastructure 

TMA and Traffic Signals Phil Cameron – Traffic Manager 

 
The Group considers: 

 Data: inventory, condition, data gaps and collection, storage and access 

 Asset Management Systems: 

 Life Cycle Planning: for asset groups and sub groups 

 Revisions required to the TAMP operational annex, and individual policies and strategies 

 Valuation: Whole of Government Accounts requirements 

 Communications/ Reporting 

 Training  

 Any other Asset Management issues 

 

There is a wide range of recognised definitions for asset management, all of which align with a core set of 

principles. The definition from the ISO55000 is 

 

““Asset Management is about ensuring that an asset delivers its functional requirements in line with 

business objectives, and does so in the most economical, safe, sustainable and reliable manner.” 

 

A framework for future development of the TAMP has been created which is built on the HMEP Highways 

Infrastructure Asset Management Guidance Document 2013: this identifies the key themes as: 

• Strategic Approach – a systematic process that takes a long-term view; 

• Whole of Life – the whole-life/life-cycle of an asset is considered; 

• Optimisation – maximising benefits by balancing competing demands; 

• Resource Allocation – allocation of resources based on assessed needs; 

• Customer focused – explicit consideration of customer expectations. 

 

It is important to remember that asset management does not replace existing good practice; instead it 

provides the framework within which this practice may be more effectively implemented, managed and 

complemented by other processes. 
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TAMP Monitoring and Review 

The TAMP is a ‘live’ document, and as such, will require periodic review to update and appraise work 

programmes and financial plan against updated data and conditions, financial provisions, costs of works 

and expectations. It is also essential to monitor and review the performance of the asset management 

regime.  The monitoring process will enable the timely identification of instances where expected 

performance is not being achieved so that corrective action can be taken, thereby ensuring targets are met.  

Learning from mistakes, amending processes and feeding this information back into the asset management 

process will ensure continual 

improvement in the asset 

management approach and service 

delivery to the customer. 

 

Performance Measures 

Data collection for the sole purpose 

of performance measurement is to be 

discouraged as it represents 

ineffective use of resources.  It is 

likely that the majority of data 

required to support the desired 

performance measures is already 

being collected.  Focus should be 

given to identification of good 

performance measures from this 

information. 

 

In order for performance monitoring 

to have maximum effect on an 

organisation it needs to be ‘owned’.  

It is essential to involve staff in setting 

the performance measures so they 

can understand how their actions 

impact on the measures, and so 

contribute to the objectives of the 

organisation. 

 

Actions for Improvement 

The Asset Management Group has identified a series of actions required to improve and develop our 

delivery of Asset Management. Some of the key actions are listed in the following table: 

     

Key Actions for Asset Management Group 

Action Target Date 

Review TAMP to ensure it is up to date (no chapter to be more than 3 years old)  By March 2017 

Address known data gaps and improve robustness of existing data sets (develop data 
strategy and action plan) 

By Oct 2017 

Review of all local highway maintenance policies and procedures to confirm alignment 
with new Code of Practice for Well Managed Highway Infrastructure 

By Oct 2018 
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